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The United States’ relationship with Saudi Arabia has been one of the cornerstones of U.S. policy in the Middle East for decades. Despite their substantial differences in history, culture, and governance, the two countries have generally agreed on important political and economic issues and have often relied on each other to secure mutual aims. The 1990–91 Gulf War is perhaps the most obvious example, but their ongoing cooperation on maintaining regional stability, moderating the global oil market, and pursuing terrorists should not be downplayed.

Yet for all the relationship’s importance, it is increasingly imperiled by mistrust and misunderstanding. One major question is Saudi Arabia’s stability. In this Council Special Report, sponsored by the Center for Preventive Action, F. Gregory Gause III first explores the foundations of Riyadh’s present stability and potential sources of future unrest. It is difficult not to notice that Saudi Arabia avoided significant upheaval during the political uprisings that swept the Middle East in 2011, despite sharing many of the social and economic problems of Egypt, Yemen, and Libya. But unlike their counterparts in Cairo, Sanaa, and Tripoli, Riyadh’s leadership was able to maintain order in large part by increasing public spending on housing and salaries, relying on loyal and well-equipped security forces, and utilizing its extensive patronage networks. The divisions within the political opposition also helped the government’s cause.

This is not to say that Gause believes that the stability of the House of Saud is assured. He points out that the top heirs to the throne are elderly and the potential for disorderly squabbling may increase as a new generation enters the line of succession. Moreover, the population is growing quickly, and there is little reason to believe that oil will forever be able to buy social tranquility. Perhaps most important, Gause argues, the leadership’s response to the 2011 uprisings did little to
forestall future crises; an opportunity for manageable political reform was mostly lost.

Turning to the regional situation, Gause finds it no less complex. Saudi Arabia has wielded considerable influence with its neighbors through its vast oil reserves, its quiet financial and political support for allies, and the ideological influence of salafism, the austere interpretation of Islam that is perhaps Riyadh’s most controversial export. For all its wealth and religious influence, however, Saudi Arabia’s recent record has been less than successful. It was unable to counter Iranian influence in post-Saddam Iraq, it could not prevent Hezbollah taking power in Lebanon, and its ongoing efforts to reconcile Hamas and the Palestinian Authority have come to naught.

The U.S.-Saudi relationship has, unsurprisingly, been affected by these and other challenges, including Saudi unhappiness with Washington’s decision to distance itself from Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak, the lack of progress on the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, and Iran. For its part, the United States is unhappy with the Saudi intervention in Bahrain and Saudi support for radical Islamists around the region and the world. The two traditional anchors of the U.S.-Saudi relationship—the Cold War and U.S. operation of Riyadh’s oil fields—are, Gause notes, no longer factors. It is no wonder, he contends, that the relationship is strained when problems are myriad and the old foundations of the informal alliance are gone.

It would be far better, Gause argues, to acknowledge that the two countries can no longer expect to act in close concert under such conditions. He recommends that the United States reimagine the relationship as simply transactional, based on cooperation when interests—rather than habit—dictate. Prioritizing those interests will therefore be critical. Rather than pressuring Riyadh for domestic political reform, or asking it to reduce global oil prices, Gause recommends that the United States spend its political capital where it really matters: on maintaining regional security, dismantling terrorist networks, and preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

There have been few relationships more important to the United States than that with Saudi Arabia, and it is vital that, as it enters a new phase, the expectations and priorities of both countries are clear. In Saudi Arabia in the New Middle East, Gause effectively assesses the challenges and opportunities facing Saudi Arabia and makes a compelling
argument for a more modest, businesslike relationship between Washington and Riyadh that better reflects modern realities. As the United States begins reassessing its commitments in the Greater Middle East, this report offers a clear vision for a more limited—but perhaps more appropriate and sustainable—future partnership.

Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
December 2011
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Introduction

There is arguably no more unlikely U.S. ally than Saudi Arabia: monarchical, deeply conservative socially, promoter of an austere and intolerant version of Islam, birthplace of Osama bin Laden and fifteen of the nineteen 9/11 hijackers. Consequently, there is no U.S. ally less well understood. Many U.S. policymakers assume that the Saudi regime is fragile, despite its remarkable record of domestic stability in the turbulent Middle East. “It is an unstable country in an unstable region,” one congressional staffer said in July 2011.¹ Yet it is the Arab country least affected in its domestic politics by the Arab upheavals of 2011. Many who think it is unstable domestically also paradoxically attribute enormous power to it, to the extent that they depict it as leading a “counterrevolution” against those upheavals throughout the region.² One wonders just how “counterrevolutionary” the Saudis are when they have supported the NATO campaign against Muammar al-Qaddafi, successfully negotiated the transfer of power from Ali Abdullah Saleh in Yemen, and condemned the crackdown on protestors by Syrian president Bashar al-Assad, and how powerful they are when they could do little to help their ally Hosni Mubarak in Egypt.

These twin misperceptions of a country on the verge of domestic regime change yet able to exercise considerable power both in the Middle East and beyond are not new. Western observers and diplomats have been forecasting the collapse of the Saudi regime for more than sixty years. The death of the founding king, Abd al-Aziz Ibn Saud, in 1953 was supposed to lead to the unraveling of the realm.³ The Arab nationalist challenge of Gamal Abdul Nasser in the late 1950s and early 1960s was then going to sweep it away.⁴ The fall of the shah of Iran in 1979 led to a spate of speculation that monarchy’s days were numbered in Arabia as well. So those questioning the regime’s staying power these days are in good company.⁵ The portrayal of the Saudis as leading a counterrevolutionary movement able to snuff out the Arab Spring
likewise inherits a viewpoint that made Riyadh the center of regional, if not global, power in the aftermath of the 1973 oil embargo and the “kernel of evil” for its promotion of political Islam in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.6

The Saudis are neither fragile nor all-powerful. An effective U.S. policy toward Saudi Arabia should abandon such oversimplifications and confront the realities of both the Saudi Arabian domestic political system and Saudi regional foreign policy. Although not in crisis, as some have suggested, the relationship is no longer moored to the two anchors that stabilized it in the past: a common Cold War perspective and U.S. operation of the Saudi oil industry. Given the growing number of issues over which Washington and Riyadh have differing perspectives, it is time to recognize that the relationship is now more transactional than automatically cooperative.

In this new atmosphere, Washington needs to be clear about its priorities if it wants to get anything done with Riyadh. The United States should cooperate on issues where common interests are clear, such as stabilizing Yemen, containing Iran’s regional power, and destroying al-Qaeda and its regional affiliates. It should encourage the Saudis to reconsider policies such as isolating the Iraqi government and stoking Sunni-Shia sectarian animosities that could harm both U.S. and Saudi interests in the future by making clear that overall cooperation on security issues requires these steps. Finally, U.S. policymakers should make clear that nuclear proliferation by Saudi Arabia would put at risk any future collaboration on security issues.
Saudi Arabia has been the least affected of the major Arab states by the upheavals of 2011 that have brought down three leaders and continue to threaten others in the region. This is not because the country is uniquely immune to the social, economic, and political forces that led to regime crises elsewhere in the Arab world. Indeed, Saudi rule is as autocratic as that of Egypt under Mubarak—perhaps more so. The events of 2011 were closely followed by Saudis and inspired some demonstrations, particularly in Shia-majority areas of the Eastern Province. The demands for political reform heard throughout the Arab world were echoed in Saudi Arabia. Two important petitions that emerged during the winter of 2011 called for an elected legislature to bring the Saudi public into the decision-making process, indicating that at least some Saudis felt the same impulses that animated protestors in other Arab states.7 Unlike the monarchs in Morocco and Jordan, however, the al-Saud regime did not even promise political reform down the line. Although Saudi Arabia is not as poor as Egypt, its per capita income is less than that of Bahrain, where public protests were massive, and 39 percent of Saudis between the ages of twenty and twenty-four are unemployed.8 Inflation has eaten away at the purchasing power of middle-class Saudis. Complaints about the deterioration of state-provided services and official corruption are as common in the kingdom as they are in other Arab countries.

**WHY SAUDI ARABIA REMAINED STABLE**

The relative calm of the kingdom during the Arab upheavals is not because there are no reasons to protest. Rather, four factors contributed to the stability of the Saudi regime in this time of enormous regional change.
BUYING LOYALTY

First is money. The Saudi rulers, in two decrees in February and March 2011, committed to spending nearly $130 billion over the next several years on their citizens. The biggest commitment was in housing (more than half the total spending), with a promise to build five hundred thousand homes over the next five years and to vastly increase the availability of state loans for home purchases. There were also immediate payouts: a one-time bonus equivalent to two months’ salary for government employees, military personnel, and retirees with the largest private-sector employers following suit; the introduction of unemployment benefits; an increase in the minimum wage for the vast majority of Saudis in the workforce who are employed by the state or parastatal enterprises; a continuation of the 5 percent (approximate) inflation allowance to state salaries; and the creation of more than sixty thousand new public sector jobs.9

Unlike Egypt, Syria, Tunisia, Yemen, or even Bahrain, Saudi Arabia had the money in the bank to fund a massive increase in state payouts during the crisis. (Libya had the money, but Qaddafi was not adroit enough to use it in a timely manner.) It has had it because oil prices have been so high for the past several years. The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, the country’s central bank, had $481 billion in foreign assets on hand in May 2011, more than enough to cover the new spending programs.10 Even with the new financial obligations, the break-even price of oil—the price the Saudis need to meet their fiscal obligations—remains below the market price.11 At least in the short term, the Saudis will have plenty of money at hand to deflect social and political pressures.

DEPLOYING LOYAL AND WELL-TRAINED SECURITY FORCES

The second reason for the relative stability of Saudi Arabia in a season of Arab uprisings is the political reliability and deployment of its security services. The most important internal security forces—the police, secret police, and special forces under the control of the Ministry of Interior and the National Guard, commanded for decades by the king and now by one of his sons—are politically reliable. These forces are recruited disproportionately (though not exclusively) from tribes and areas the regime sees as particularly loyal. A combination of these units was deployed in the Eastern Province during protests among the Shia
population there in February and March 2011. They demonstrated both that they were willing to arrest and shoot demonstrators, thus deterring larger protests, and that they were well trained enough to avoid massively violent responses to peaceful protests that might have embarrassed the regime and escalated confrontations. Security forces were conspicuously deployed all over Riyadh on March 11, 2011, when Internet activists called for a “day of rage” against the regime that met with almost no popular response at all.

The Saudi security forces were not always such bulwarks of the regime. Air force pilots famously defected to Cairo in 1962 when they were called on to assist the monarchical regime in North Yemen against an Egyptian-backed military coup. Saudi Arabia has seen a number of failed coup attempts in the past, the most serious recent example in 1969. But now the Saudi rulers seem to have found a happy medium with their security forces. They are not so independent that they might, as the Tunisian and Egyptian armies did, usher out their political masters. Members of the ruling family play important roles, not just commanding the various forces, but also as officers in their upper ranks. There are enough divisions in the security forces—regular army, National Guard, Interior Ministry forces—that it would be difficult for them to coalesce against the regime. These divisions in other circumstances, such as a serious succession fight, could lead to internal violence in Saudi Arabia. But now they help the al-Saud regime control its security forces. On the other hand, the security forces are professional and well trained enough to avoid the collapse and fragmentation that the Yemeni and Libyan armies suffered during their recent political upheavals.

**MOBILIZING THE REGIME’S PATRONAGE NETWORKS**

The third factor contributing to the stability of al-Saud rule is, for want of a better term, their networks. The Saudi political system is built on patronage, flowing from the top down through groups (tribes, clans, and important business families) and institutions (as varied as the religious establishment, the media, and sporting clubs) to a wide range of individuals. Many benefits accruing to Saudi citizens are now processed bureaucratically and come without the need for intermediation with the higher-ups. The old days, when one had to attend a prince personally to ask for a benefice, have not disappeared completely, but this
practice makes up a much smaller percentage of the benefits bestowed by the state than it once did. However, the al-Saud still maintain those personal networks of patronage and communication, dispensing access to government and personal favors to their clients. When crisis comes, they mobilize those networks to support the regime.

Such was the case in 2011. The most important of these networks is the religious establishment. In every crisis the regime has faced since the founding of the modern Saudi state at the turn of the twentieth century, the Wahhabi clerics holding high positions in the state religious hierarchy have rallied to the colors. As early as February 4, 2011, even before calls for demonstrations in Saudi Arabia itself, Sheikh Abd al-Aziz Al al-Sheikh, the grand mufti, the highest religious official in the country, condemned the marches and demonstrations occurring in Arab countries as “destructive acts of chaos” plotted by the enemies of Islam that result in “the shedding of blood, the abuse of dignities, the stealing of money and life in fear and terror and error.”14 On March 6, in advance of the so-called day of rage, the Council of Senior Clerics, which is the highest body in the official religious establishment, issued a statement forbidding demonstrations.15 It is not clear how many Saudis still pay attention to the state-appointed arbiters of religion, but it certainly does not hurt to have them on one’s side.

The clerics were not the only network activated by the al-Saud in response to the crisis. In the days leading up to the day of rage, both the king and Prince Muhammad bin Fahd, the governor of the Eastern Province, met delegations of Saudi Shia notables in an effort to head off large-scale protest among the most restive element of the Saudi population.16 Security measures were probably more important in keeping Shia protests limited on the day of rage, but the very public assertions by the Saudi rulers of their ties with important Shia citizens were a reminder of the benefits they can bestow on the community as well, tangibly demonstrated by the release of some Shia prisoners. The Saudi business community, one of the most important constituencies of the ruling family, agreed to match for their private-sector employees the bonuses and salary increases the king awarded to the public sector. This was done not by law but through a few hints dropped by members of the ruling family in the ears of important businessmen. In the end, the stability of any regime depends on its ability to tie the interests of a range of important groups to its perpetuation. The al-Saud, aided both by their historical ties to the Wahhabi movement,
central Arabian tribes, and important families, and by their vast oil wealth, have been able to build and sustain a broad network of support in the country.

**THE REFORMERS’ DIVIDE**

The divisions among the groups and movements pressing for political change are the fourth factor contributing to stability in Saudi Arabia. It is more than interesting that the two major petitions issued by Saudi intellectuals and activists in the early months of 2011 called for similar reforms: an elected parliament with full legislative powers, the independence of the judiciary, greater freedom to establish civil society organizations, guarantees of freedom of expression, the release of political prisoners, and greater efforts to root out official corruption. One of the petitions was signed by a number of leading liberals and the other by notable salafi Islamists. (Both petitions had hundreds of signatures; some activists signed both. They are defined according to their best-known signatories.) This agreement reflects that, at least at the elite level, Saudi activists are beginning to overcome differences of sect, region, and ideology. That important salafis are calling for democratic reform is a substantial ideological shift. None of this can be welcome to the al-Saud rulers. (And they have reacted by issuing much more stringent regulations regarding political speech and continuing to arrest activists.) But, in the immediate term, that there still had to be two petitions is more important. Liberals and Islamists were unable to unite their efforts, despite many common goals, unlike their counterparts in other Arab countries.

In the wake of these petitions, two issues emerged that highlighted these ideological splits and thus served the regime’s immediate interest in preventing a coalescing of potential opposition. On March 2, 2011, a group of salafis accosted the Saudi minister of information at the Riyadh Book Fair, a major event for Saudi intellectuals, demanding that books they considered insulting to Islam be removed from the premises and that women either leave the premises or cover themselves completely. Prominent liberal newspaper columnists reacted with a campaign against the salafis, accusing them of dragging the country backward. Thus, in the lead-up to the day of rage called for by Internet activists and publicized by regional and international media, Saudi political activists were divided on issues of women’s rights and freedom of speech.
In May and June 2011, a few brave Saudi women got behind the wheel of their cars and drove in a few Saudi cities. Some were arrested; some posted videos of their transgressions on YouTube. The event, limited as it was, got disproportionate attention from the Western media because of how preposterous the continued Saudi ban on women driving is.22 But in the Saudi context, women’s issues more generally, and the driving ban in particular, mobilize intense Islamist opposition. To the extent that Saudis are arguing about women driving and just which books do or do not insult Islam, they will not be able to coalesce around common political reform demands and pressure the government.

**CHALLENGES TO REGIME STABILITY**

That the Saudi regime has been able to ride out the year of Arab upheaval does not mean that it is out of the woods in terms of its medium-term political stability. Three issues could spark political crises that might, given the right circumstances, lead activists to put aside their ideological, regional, and sectarian differences and press for real political change.

**RAPID ROYAL SUCCESSIONS**

The October 2011 death of Crown Prince Sultan, long-serving minister of defense and designated successor to King Abdallah, raises once again the thorny issue of succession in the al-Saud family.23 King Abdallah is eighty-eight years old. He spent three months recuperating from back surgery outside the country as the Arab upheavals of 2011 were developing, returning in late February 2011. In October, he had another back surgery. Prince Nayif, minister of the interior, became crown prince after Sultan’s death. He is seventy-eight and has his own health problems. The possibility of a late-Soviet-style set of aging rulers, dying in quick succession, looms.24 Other members of their generation, the sons of the founding king still active in government, would likely take their turns in the top job: Prince Salman, the long-serving governor of Riyadh who was recently appointed defense minister, and Prince Muqrin, head of foreign intelligence. As long as a competent member of that generation is present, there would probably not be a serious competition for the position. The
picture could change when the top job moves to the next generation. There, the number of potential claimants increases, and there is no precedent for how rulership will pass to the grandsons of the founder. That first generational change will benefit one or two important princes and sideline many more. That is when intrafamily disputes would be most likely to emerge. Internal disputes in the past have been times of great danger for al-Saud rule in Arabia.25 Such disputes encourage the rivals to mobilize support in society, risking a wider politicization that the Saudis in more normal times try to avoid. They set the security forces against each other. They encourage outsiders to meddle. Although a succession fight would be very dangerous for the country, it is not likely to happen while members of the older generation are still in power, and thus not for some years.

**FISCAL SQUEEZE**

The second potentially regime-threatening issue for the Saudis would be a severe drop in oil prices. They have lived through the ups and downs of the oil market since 1973, but a deep decline in oil prices in the medium to long term would present a serious challenge to the patronage basis of the system. The Saudis are squeezed between two troubling trends. The first is the substantial new fiscal obligations taken on by the government this year. Although some of these are one-time expenses (the largest of which is the commitment to increase the housing stock), others (such as more government jobs, higher salaries, and a new unemployment benefit) are recurring. Saudi demographic trends mean that there will be more and more citizens who will need education, jobs, and subsidies over time. If the past is any indication, it is unlikely that Saudi defense spending will decrease while domestic spending demands grow. Fiscal pressures will thus increase over time. The second trend affects the revenue side of the Saudi government budget. Oil accounts for the overwhelming majority of Saudi revenues. But Saudi Arabia is consuming domestically larger and larger amounts of the oil it produces, reducing the quantity of oil available for export. Domestic oil consumption is heavily subsidized, encouraging a growing population to use more and more of it.

A thorough—and thoroughly troubling for Saudi decision-makers—examination of this squeeze was published by Jadwa Investment, a Saudi private investment firm, in July 2011.26 They estimate that the
government will have to run budget deficits from 2014, even if oil prices stay around their current level, with those deficits becoming substantial in the 2020s. By 2030, the break-even price of oil for the Saudis to meet their obligations will be over $300 per barrel.

The Jadwa analysis is not about the near term. The Saudis have plenty of money in the bank to handle their short-term needs, even if oil prices were to drop below $80 per barrel. In May 2011, net foreign assets held by the government and its various agencies exceeded $560 billion. They can ride out an oil market crash over the next five years, were one to occur. There are also a number of assumptions in the analysis that might not pan out. Saudi Arabia might develop alternative sources for domestic energy consumption, such as nuclear and natural gas. It might adopt a more rational pricing strategy for energy, despite the political difficulties, and reduce the rate of consumption growth. But the country cannot sustain its current trajectories of government spending and energy consumption over the next twenty years. Something will have to give. A more rational fiscal course, involving either reduced government spending or systematic taxation of the citizenry or both, would challenge the bases of the oil state the al-Saud family has built since the early 1970s, with uncertain political consequences.

HIGH YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

A final issue confronting the regime has less specific but still serious consequences for its longer-term stability—unemployment. Saudi Arabia suffers from serious youth unemployment issues, as mentioned earlier, but unemployment rates drop dramatically for Saudis over thirty. Given that nearly two-thirds of Saudis are under the age of thirty, however, one wonders whether those relatively positive job numbers for the thirty-somethings can be sustained over time. The problem is not that the Saudi economy cannot generate private-sector jobs. On the contrary, between 2005 and 2009, more than 2.2 million jobs were created in the Saudi private sector. But over 90 percent of them went to expatriates. In both 2007 and 2008, more than one million work visas were issued. Saudis hold fewer than 10 percent of the total private-sector jobs in the country.

The Saudi private sector prefers to hire expatriates. Except at the highest level of jobs, they work for smaller salaries than Saudi counterparts and are easier for employers to control. They frequently come with
good English-language skills and degrees from respected educational systems in other Arab countries and South Asia. Saudi nationals themselves tend to want to work for the government because of its higher salaries and shorter working hours. Anecdotal evidence of younger Saudis being willing to forgo private sector employment and wait for years for a government job to come open for them is substantial. Breaking this syndrome would require decisive government steps to raise the cost of foreign labor for Saudi employers, but Saudi rulers have been unwilling to impose those costs on one of their most important constituencies. Past efforts at Saudization of the private-sector labor market have all failed to change this dynamic.

A MISSED OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM

None of these issues—succession, the fiscal squeeze, unemployment—presents an immediate threat to regime stability. They are medium- to long-term challenges. But they will be faced in a political atmosphere both domestically and regionally changed by the events of 2011. Although Saudis did not demonstrate in large numbers, they followed regional events closely. They are as wired up as any Arab population, more so than most. The clear sign from the 2011 petitions that liberals, Shia, and salafis, though divided on many issues, are coalescing around a demand for an elected parliament should not be ignored. The regime can deflect these pressures and play divide-and-rule among these groups, but it cannot change the momentum on the issue.

The al-Saud are well positioned now to deal with their problems. Enough of the older generation of princes remains able to set a succession pattern that would be accepted by the generation of the grandsons of Abd al-Aziz. (The Allegiance Council, set up in 2006, with representatives from each line of male heirs of the founding king, might be a step in this direction.30) The Saudi economy is healthy enough, after years of high oil prices and a growing role for the private sector, that longer-term issues of subsidies and taxes could be tackled. A change in government policy on foreign labor could help equalize the cost of foreign and local labor. All these steps require political will—the willingness to impose costs on clients and possibly alienate some sectors of society—for the longer-term welfare of the country as a whole.

Not faced with an immediate need to address any of the issues, it is more likely that the leadership will simply kick them down the road.
Given the demonstration of their political stability as states around them were engulfed by protest, the al-Saud could even preempt the growing convergence between more liberal and more salafi activists by introducing elections to the Consultative Council. However, the more likely lesson they will take from the year of Arab upheaval is that their system is working and there is no need for change. This will not lead to short-term instability, but it does mean a missed opportunity for managed political reform.
If Saudi Arabia is the leader of the counterrevolution against the Arab Spring, it is time to rethink the definitions either of leadership or of counterrevolution. The Saudis were certainly counterrevolutionary in Bahrain, where they sent troops in March 2011 to bolster the uncompromising faction of the al-Khalifa ruling family in the face of massive public protests and demands for political reform. They were pained by the fall of their ally Mubarak in Egypt and more than a bit put out by U.S. policy toward Mubarak in his final days, but they could do little to save him. They sought to support fellow monarchs in Morocco and Jordan by throwing geographical designations to the wind and inviting them to join the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) in May 2011, with financial support more than implied in that invitation. Since the invitation, Muhammad VI of Morocco has supported constitutional change in a more democratic direction, having the prime minister come from the leading parliamentary party rather than be appointed at the king’s discretion, and Abdallah II of Jordan has made noises about doing the same, though he has not yet followed through. If Saudi patronage was supposed to swing those monarchs against political reform, it does not seem to be doing the job.

Riyadh took the lead in putting together a GCC plan for regime transition in Yemen aimed at easing President Saleh out of power. The Saudis backed the NATO-supported revolt in Libya that overthrew Qaddafi. In August 2011, they withdrew their ambassador from Syria, signaling their rejection of Assad’s brutal crackdown on the protests there, and King Abdallah publicly called on Damascus to stop “the killing machine.” Aside from Bahrain, it is difficult to see where the Saudis have successfully stymied political change or political reform during this year of Arab upheavals. In some cases, they openly supported regime change.
THE SAUDI LOSING STREAK

The better way to understand Saudi regional foreign policy is in terms of its contest for influence with Iran. Since 2003, when Iraq became a playing field rather than a player in regional politics, the Saudis found themselves the only Arab power with the means to check Iranian regional ambitions. After a brief period of trying to accommodate Iran (for instance by inviting President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to Riyadh in March 2007), the Saudis have pursued a policy of balancing against, and rolling back where possible, Iranian influence in the Arab world.35 For example, the high-profile (publicized by the Saudis in their own and the international media) Saudi military actions against the Huthi rebels in Yemen in November 2009, with air and artillery attacks by Saudi forces across the Yemeni border aimed at clearing the Huthis from the border area, were portrayed by Riyadh as an effort to curtail Iranian influence in Yemen.36 The Saudis claimed victory against Iran in Yemen, as tenuous as that claim may have been, because they had suffered so many setbacks recently in their competition with Iran elsewhere. The three major areas in which Riyadh confronted Tehran were Iraq, Lebanon, and Palestine, and in all three it came up short.

IRAQ

In Iraq, the Saudis’ efforts to isolate Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki and promote the fortunes of his major rival, Iyad Allawi, failed. They could not prevent Maliki from winning a second term as prime minister after the 2010 elections, despite Allawi’s Iraqiyya Party’s winning a few more seats than Maliki’s State of Law Party. Iran was able to broker a deal between Maliki and its Shia allies in the National Iraqi Alliance (primarily the Sadrists and the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq), giving Maliki the upper hand in the months-long stalemate over forming a government. Moreover, the Iraqi Awakening, or Sons of Iraq, movement that developed among Iraqi Sunnis to combat the influence of al-Qaeda in Iraq and cooperate with U.S. forces against the group has weakened and fragmented in recent years. The Awakening was an ideal vehicle for Saudi support in Iraq—Sunni, Arab, leery of Maliki, and opposed to Iranian influence in Iraq but also opposed to al-Qaeda—and received some amount of Saudi support. Saudi Arabia continues to refuse to deal with Maliki and there is no Saudi ambassador in Baghdad. Iranian influence in Iraq clearly outweighs Saudi influence.
LEBANON

In Lebanon, Saudi Arabia supported the March 14 coalition and the Sunni political movement of slain former prime minister Rafiq al-Hariri and his son Saad against Iranian ally Hezbollah and its March 8 coalition. Despite March 14’s electoral victories in 2005 and 2009, Hezbollah demonstrated its continuing power by conducting its own foreign policy (most notably in the war with Israel in 2006) and using its military force to occupy downtown Beirut in 2008. In January 2011, March 14 lost its parliamentary majority, as some of its elements (most notably Druze leader Walid Jumblatt) joined with March 8. Hezbollah was able to unseat Saad al-Hariri from the prime ministership. Najib Miqati, a Sunni politician less allied to Saudi Arabia and more acceptable to Hezbollah, formed the new Lebanese government. Much as in Iraq in 2010, despite its ally having won the election, the Saudis lost out to Iran in the contest for political influence.

PALESTINE

In Palestine, Saudi Arabia supports the Palestinian Authority government, centered on the Fatah movement and Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas, in the West Bank against Hamas, which has looked more to Iran for regional support. In February 2007 King Abdallah tried to bring Fatah and Hamas together, brokering an agreement between the two that sought to smooth over the tensions generated after Hamas’s victory in the 2006 Palestinian legislative elections. The Saudi-mediated deal broke down within months, with Hamas securing control over Gaza and the Fatah consolidating its control in the West Bank amid bloody clashes between the Palestinian factions.

A MIXED RESPONSE TO ARAB UPHEAVALS

It is against this backdrop of regional policy failures that Saudi Arabia faced the Arab upheavals of 2011. As its most important Arab ally, Mubarak in Egypt, fell from power, it seemed that the Saudi losing streak in regional politics was reaching a dangerous level. Riyadh’s first impulse was defensive: to maintain its own sphere of influence in Arabia itself with its GCC partners and in Yemen. This was partly geopolitical, but it was also about its own domestic regime security. The Saudi
commitment to its monarchical partners in the GCC is as much about preserving the regime type as it is about keeping Iranian (or other) influences out of those close neighbors. It is here that Saudi policy is truly counterrevolutionary. Sending troops to Bahrain and promising massive financial aid for the government, though justified by Saudi leaders as a response to what they described as Iranian-sponsored efforts to unseat the Bahraini regime, was about preserving a fellow monarch more than anything else. Continued sectarian conflict in Bahrain has a spillover effect in Saudi Arabia, exciting opposition within the Shia community in the Eastern Province, but preservation of the Bahraini monarchical system, even at the expense of possible problems with their own sectarian minority at home, trumped all considerations for Riyadh. The al-Saud believe they can handle their own domestic situation; it is the region they worry about. The Saudis, through the GCC, also promised to support the sultan of Oman (who faced serious protests, but not nearly on the level of Bahrain) with a similar level of aid. The apparently ad hoc and sudden invitation to Jordan and Morocco to join the GCC in May 2011 stems from the same desire to preserve monarchy as a regime type in the Arab world.

**Yemen**

Saudi policy toward Yemen is not tied up with the sensitive issue of monarchy and thus is more focused on maintaining Saudi geopolitical dominance in a neighboring state and minimizing security risks. The Saudis have had a checkered relationship with Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh over the decades—supporting him strongly in the late 1970s and 1980s against his Soviet-supported rivals in South Yemen, excoriating him for his support for Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War of 1990–91, and backing the failed secessionist effort by the socialist leaders of the former South Yemen in 1994. By 2000, they seemed to have made an uneasy peace with Saleh, seeing him as better than the alternatives in the country. However, they were not linked to him ideologically or personally in the same way that they are with their monarchical neighbors.

Thus, when it became clear that he was losing his grip on power, the Saudis stepped in with a plan to manage a transition, supported by the United States. The slippery Saleh seemed to agree a number of times to a transition, only to back out at the last minute, clearly trying the
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Saudis’ (and others’) patience. When he was injured in a bomb blast in his compound in June 2011, the Saudis hosted him during his convalescence. Most analysts doubted that they would allow him to return, but in September 2011 he reappeared in Yemen. In late November, Saleh, sitting next to King Abdullah in Riyadh, finally agreed to the GCC plan to transfer power to his vice president. Whatever happens in Yemen, the Saudis are confident that they will be able to sustain their influence through their myriad ties with Yemeni political, military, and tribal leaders. Although they certainly will not encourage democracy in Yemen, they will live with it if it emerges. They will not send in troops, as they did in Bahrain, to try to prevent it.

EGYPT, lebanon, Libya, and Syria

The Saudis have been much less aggressive outside of their immediate sphere. They bemoaned the fall of Mubarak but moved quickly to establish a relationship with the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces that replaced him, with a commitment of $4 billion in aid. They seemed to back away from their intense involvement in Lebanon after the fall of the Saad al-Hariri government. They supported the revolt against Qaddafi in Libya, but only verbally, whereas other GCC states, such as Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, contributed militarily to the effort. Most important, they wavered for months as demonstrations in Syria against the Assad regime escalated. Their inherent fear of regional instability held them back from supporting regime change against Iran’s most important Arab state ally. Only in August 2011 did they publicly break with Assad.

The Sources of Saudi Influence

Saudi influence in the Arab world is normally exercised behind the scenes. Their military deployment into Bahrain is an exception to their modus operandi. Money is one key to Saudi regional influence. When it goes to governments, usually some evidence is left in the public record. When it goes to nongovernmental groups, it is much harder to find out about it. Thus, it is entirely possible that Saudi money, governmental or private or both, is going to the Syrian opposition to Assad, to elements of the Libyan opposition that overthrew Qaddafi, and to political
groups in Egypt who competed in the November 2011 parliamentary elections.\footnote{20} It would not be surprising. But no evidence in the public record suggests that the Saudis are backing any of those groups financially at this time.\footnote{43}

Another element of Saudi influence in the broader Arab world is ideological. Riyadh has for decades promoted Islam generally and its own specific interpretation of Islam, Wahhabism or, as it is more commonly known in the Arab world, \textit{salafism} (Arabic \textit{salafiyya}—the imitation of the pious ancestors, the \textit{salaf}, of the early generations of Islam). They mobilized Islam ideologically against the Arab nationalism of Gamal Abdul Nasser and the Baath Party of Syria and Iraq in the 1950s and 1960s, supporting the Muslim Brotherhood in particular as a counterweight to secular nationalists and leftists. After the great oil boom of the 1970s, the Saudis established numerous international, official governmental, and nongovernmental organizations to propagate the \textit{salafi} version of Islam. They played an important role in the growth of the \textit{salafiyya} throughout the region, to the point that \textit{salafi} groups are playing an increasingly important role in the politics of most Arab states, most notably now in Egypt.

\textbf{SALAFISM: A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD}

That the Saudi role in the regional growth of \textit{salafism} is unquestioned does not mean that Saudi Arabia can dictate political stances to \textit{salafi} political groups or other Islamists. Their decades-long patronage of the Muslim Brotherhood did not help them during the first Gulf War, when most Brotherhood groups condemned their policy of inviting U.S. troops to the country and opposed the war against Iraq. Their support of the Arab volunteers in the jihad against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in the 1980s was a major factor in the development of al-Qaeda, which took \textit{salafi} ideas and turned them against the Saudi rulers. In the current Arab upheavals, the Saudi rulers cannot be comforted by the interesting development among some \textit{salafis} in their thinking about democracy. Support for an elected legislature in Saudi Arabia by some notable \textit{salafi} activists marks an important turn in domestic \textit{salafi} political thought, away from their previous rejection of electoral democracy as un-Islamic. The growth of \textit{salafi} democratic activism in Egypt is a mixed blessing for the Saudi rulers.\footnote{44} Egyptian \textit{salafis} would
most probably support close relations with Saudi Arabia, but the idea of active *salafi* participation in democratic politics is a disturbing precedent for a regime that has justified its lack of democracy by its interpretation of Islam.

So the Saudis cannot turn *salafism* on and off as their interests dictate, either at home or abroad. It would be a mistake to attribute *salafi* political strength in Egypt or Pakistan, for example, simply to Saudi machinations that, with enough U.S. pressure, can be brought to an end. But one element in current Saudi regional foreign policy that Riyadh can and should be discouraged from pursuing is strengthening sectarian identities and sectarian confrontation. The Saudis have made a conscious decision to increase the salience of the Sunni-Shia divide since the beginning of the Arab upheavals, to increase support for their allies, and to isolate Iran and its allies in the Arab world. The Saudi press depicted events in Bahrain as part of an Iranian effort to encourage Shia revolutions throughout the Arab world. The mufti of Saudi Arabia, in response to a question about Iranian influence in the Gulf, said that “their whole history indicates their malice and hatred toward Islam and toward the Sunnis.” Sectarianism is an enduring reality in the eastern Arab world; the Saudis did not invent it. But they are clearly trying to stoke it now.

Raising the sectarian temperature around the region might help the Saudis mobilize domestic and regional support against Iran and its allies in the short term, but only at a serious cost. It makes movement toward compromise and effective governance in Iraq even less likely than it is now. It encourages conflict and discourages dialogue in Bahrain, where the U.S. 5th Fleet has its headquarters. It pushes Arab Shia politicians and groups toward Iran, offering the Iranians even more influence in Arab countries with large Shia populations. Sectarian tensions also help fuel *salafi* jihadist extremism, represented by al-Qaeda, because anti-Shiism is a strong element of the *salafi* extremist agenda. In such an atmosphere of regional tension, crises are more likely to spin out of control, increasing the chances of renewed civil wars in a number of Arab states and of direct Arab-Iranian confrontation that could drag the United States into another armed conflict in the Middle East.
U.S. analysts tend to not only exaggerate both Saudi domestic fragility and Saudi regional power but also exaggerate the level of tensions in the Saudi-U.S. relationship whenever differences between the two countries emerge. A Saudi watcher at an important Washington think tank declared recently that “U.S.-Saudi relations are in crisis.” A former high-ranking official on Middle East policy in the Clinton administration contended that the Saudis now see the Obama administration as a threat to their domestic security. The *Los Angeles Times* spoke of the “rivalry that has erupted across the Middle East this year between Saudi Arabia and the United States, longtime allies that have been put on a collision course” by the Arab upheavals. Without question, Washington and Riyadh have been at cross-purposes on some recent issues, most notably Mubarak’s fall and the Saudi intervention in Bahrain. But talk of crisis and collision course is misleading. If the Saudi-U.S. relationship could withstand the real crises of the past—the oil embargo of 1973–74, the fallout of the 9/11 attacks—then the current differences are hardly enough to sever the tie.

That is certainly what the Saudis say. Actions by Washington and Riyadh support the view that, despite tensions, there is no crisis in the relationship. Plans are proceeding for the United States to sell Saudi Arabia $60 billion in arms over the coming years. U.S. advisers are helping the Saudi Interior Ministry build a 35,000-man “special facilities security force” to protect Saudi oil installations. Intelligence cooperation on counterterrorism continues at the highest levels. Washington and Riyadh have coordinated the efforts to manage a transition of power in Yemen. Both countries continue to see Iranian regional ambitions as a serious threat to their interests.
**THE SHIFT TO A TRANSACTIONAL RELATIONSHIP**

But those who talk of a crisis in the relationship are on to something, even if they exaggerate the consequences. The geopolitical foundation of the post–World War II Saudi-U.S. relationship was a shared view of the Cold War and U.S. development of the Saudi oil industry. The latter changed fundamentally in the 1970s, when the Saudis assumed decision-making power on oil questions. U.S. companies are now customers, consultants, and occasionally partners in Saudi oil ventures, but the Saudis run their own oil policy. The most important growth markets for their energy exports are to their east, in South and East Asia, not to their west. As a result, their foreign policy focus is shifting in that direction. The end of the Cold War removed the common global foe that brought the two sides together and led to cooperation not just in the Middle East, but also in Africa, South Asia, Europe, and Latin America.

Saudi Arabia and the United States still have common interests on a number of issues, but the idea that they would automatically be on the same side in an international crisis (an exaggeration even at the time) ended with the Cold War. U.S. policymakers need to put aside the idea that they can go to the Saudis for help with issues as they arise and expect them to respond positively simply because the request is coming from Washington. Now the relationship is better characterized as transactional, each side seeking specific benefits from the other through cooperation on various issues, but with no assumption that they will line up together on the next issue that comes up.\(^5^2\) That is certainly how one important Saudi recently depicted the situation. Prince Turki al-Faisal, former head of Saudi foreign intelligence and former ambassador to the United States, wrote in a *Washington Post* op-ed that U.S. opposition to the Palestinians’ UN bid for recognition would lead Riyadh to pursue “policies at odds with those of the United States” toward Iraq, Yemen, and Afghanistan.\(^5^3\) (Saleh’s surprise return to Yemen from Saudi Arabia in late September 2011 might have been one such policy.) From now on, trade-offs will characterize the relationship more than a common worldview.

In this new transactional environment, how should the United States conduct its relations with Saudi Arabia? With less sensitivity
about differences of opinion than in the past, but with a continuing awareness that a decent relationship with Riyadh is better for U.S. interests than dysfunctional competition. The United States should not pull its punches, rhetorical or practical, when its preferences differ from those of Saudi Arabia. Both U.S. and Saudi policymakers will adapt to living with wide and sharp differences on various issues. On Bahrain, for example, the United States should push for political reform and sectarian reconciliation, because it has no interest in maintaining a major military base in an unstable country, even though Saudi Arabia is backing the hardliners in the Bahraini ruling family. If Washington thinks democratic reform is the right policy for the Arab world, that the Saudis disagree should not matter a whit in the conduct of U.S. regional policy. U.S. officials can raise domestic reform issues in Saudi Arabia itself, publicly, though they should not expect much from the Saudis in response.

The recognition that Washington and Riyadh will differ on a number of issues and should thus not worry about a public airing of differences is important, but it cannot be the only element of the bilateral relationship. To best advance U.S. interests in the Middle East in the context of a transactional relationship with Saudi Arabia, the United States needs to prioritize those interests. It needs to speak consistently, across the various government agencies that have dealings with the Saudis, about the two or three top U.S. goals in the relationship. If the United States goes to the Saudis with a laundry list of desiderata, it is unlikely to get much beyond the first few items. If different U.S. agencies put forward different agendas in their dealings with the Saudis, Riyadh will simply pick and choose.

Maximizing U.S. leverage in the bilateral relationship requires a consistent U.S. focus on its most important priorities and all high-ranking officials working from the same playbook. The kind of incoherence exhibited in the spring of 2011, when the State Department was criticizing Saudi Arabia for its policy toward Bahrain while the secretary of defense, in his April visit to Riyadh, did not even raise the issue of Bahrain, should end. What should those priorities be? They should be issues that are central to U.S. interests because it makes little sense wasting a transaction on a side concern. They should be things that one can reasonably expect to achieve, that the Saudis would not see as counter to their basic interests, and that the United States can deliver on as well.
NONPRIORITY ISSUES

By those standards, a few issues that observers highlight in their critiques of the relationship should not make the top priorities list.

CHANGING SAUDI DOMESTIC POLITICS

Since the 9/11 attacks, calls on Washington to make democratic political reform and even religious reform the centerpiece of the U.S.-Saudi dialogue have been numerous. The merits of such a position from a moral perspective aside, it is a nonstarter with Riyadh. The Saudi leadership just weathered the Arab Spring by relying on their time-tested formula of oil money patronage, tough security policies, and a strong relationship with the Wahhabi religious establishment. They are not likely to change what for them has been a successful strategy of regime survival, no matter how many Americans tell them to do so. Rhetorical U.S. commitment to democratization in the region as a whole is not something the Saudis like, but they cannot do much about it. However, if the United States makes domestic political change in Saudi Arabia the centerpiece of the bilateral relationship, there is no future for it.

Washington also needs to be cautious in its approach to the ultimate domestic political issue in Saudi Arabia—succession in the ruling family. It is something about which the United States can do nothing practical, aside from urging all the parties to settle matters quickly and harmoniously. Any effort to affect the internal workings of the al-Saud family would undoubtedly backfire. The United States has limited experience in these kinds of endeavors, mostly negative. Its ability to pick the “right” candidate is questionable. (Most U.S. “experts” on Saudi Arabia twenty years ago thought the current king was a conservative, if not retrograde, anti-American character, indicating how wrong such conventional wisdom can be.) It would alienate most of the players in the game and thus most likely work against the favored candidate. Efforts by this or that ambitious prince to involve Washington on his side in such a situation should be resolutely resisted, and the prince told that the United States will not only not support individual candidates against others but will also oppose efforts to involve other foreign parties in the contest. Best to let the al-Saud work out their own issues and be ready to work with the leadership that emerges.
SOLVING THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT

The issue of resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict, a hardy perennial, emerges from the Saudi side whenever there is a regional crisis. Undoubtedly, progress in the Arab-Israeli arena would benefit regional stability and remove an irritant in Saudi-U.S. relations. One of the biggest crises in the relationship, the oil embargo of 1973–74, stemmed from an Arab-Israeli war. A more active U.S. policy on the peace process could be part of a transaction with the Saudis on other issues if Washington wants to move in that direction. But Saudi Arabia has lived with the close U.S. relationship with Israel for decades. The Saudis have not liked it, but they have not allowed it to disrupt cooperation with the United States on a range of issues. It would be a mistake to think that Saudi cooperation with the United States on matters of common interest depends on Arab-Israeli progress and equally a mistake to think that the tensions in the bilateral relationship would all disappear if Washington could produce a Palestinian-Israeli settlement.

OIL PRICES

There is no denying that oil has been the center of the bilateral relationship since the outset of America’s Middle East adventures. The United States cares about Saudi Arabia because it is the world’s largest oil exporter, has the largest spare capacity of oil production in the world, and sits in a region that holds 60 percent of the world’s known conventional oil reserves. U.S. presidents like the idea that, if gasoline prices were to get too high, they could call upon the Saudi king to moderate them. But, as Saudi revenue demands have grown and will continue to grow, given the fiscal commitments its government took on this year, Saudi Arabia is no longer the “price moderate” of past years. It needs high oil prices, higher than most Americans would like, to meet its domestic revenue needs.

The Saudis, because of their vast reserves, have a greater interest than other producers, such as Iran and Venezuela, in preventing prices from reaching levels that would spur conservation and the development of alternative fuels. Thus, in June 2011, in the wake of an acrimonious Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) meeting, they raised oil production to moderate prices. But they did this for their own reasons, not as a favor to the United States. U.S. policymakers
should consult with the Saudis on oil issues, to be sure, but not make
them the center of bilateral transactions. Riyadh will not bring prices
down as far as most Americans would want, no matter what the offer.
They will act on their own, in their own interest, to prevent prices from
getting too high in their view. They will do this without an American
quid pro quo, so there is no need to offer one.

**PRIORITY ISSUES**

The priorities of the United States in the bilateral relationship should be
regional security, counterterrorism, and nonproliferation. These three
issues form a coherent whole and should be presented by U.S. interloc-
utors to Saudi officials as such. U.S. and Saudi interests on these issues
generally align, making the forging of successful and mutually advanta-
geous transactions more likely than in other issue areas.

**REGIONAL SECURITY**

Regional security involves containment of Iranian ambitions and,
where possible, rollback of Iranian influence in the Arab world. Saudi
Arabia will certainly agree to that. But the United States needs to
hammer away in every meeting with the Saudis that a number of recent
Saudi policies are working against that shared goal. Saudi stoking of
sectarian tensions pushes Arab Shia toward Iran. It increases domestic
political tensions in Iraq, Kuwait, Bahrain, Lebanon, and even Saudi
Arabia, raising the risk of upheavals that could destabilize the region
further. The Saudis will argue that their move into Bahrain saved
the country from falling into Iran’s sphere of influence. U.S. officials
need to counter that position; without a political solution to Bahrain’s
problems, Iran will be able to meddle there with impunity. A politi-
cal solution in Bahrain is critical to the long-term security of the U.S.
naval base there. At a minimum, the Saudi leadership has to signal its
own media and its religious establishment to stop beating the sectar-
ian drum. The United States should also push the Saudis to engage
directly with the Iraqi government. Riyadh will be reluctant here, given
its antipathy toward Prime Minister al-Maliki. But its current posture
leaves Iran without a regional rival for influence in Baghdad. With the
U.S. military withdrawal from Iraq proceeding, it is that much more
important for the Saudis to engage Baghdad across the sectarian divide to provide an alternative.

Saudi fears of U.S. abandonment, or an imagined U.S.-Iranian deal that would leave them out in the cold, are exaggerated but real. They can be leveraged, but only in a most subtle way. As part of the regional security discussion, Washington needs to emphasize (as it repeatedly does) that withdrawal from Iraq does not mean withdrawal from the Gulf. The United States is not “abandoning” the Saudis and its other Gulf allies to Iranian hegemony by withdrawing troops from Iraq. But U.S. policymakers can share with the Saudis that domestic support for sustained U.S. security involvement in the Persian Gulf depends on having partners who cooperate. Without that, no U.S. administration can maintain U.S. commitments. The U.S. ability to play an effective and sustained role in regional security—something the Saudis want—depends on both the perception and the reality of allies who cooperate with the United States.

It is in the context of regional security that the United States should engage the Saudis on the prospects of a regime change in Syria. Both sides would benefit from Iran’s loss of its major Arab state ally. Although Washington and Riyadh have different notions of what a post-Assad Syrian regime should look like, they share an interest in avoiding a civil war in Syria that could spill over into Lebanon and raise tensions on the Syrian-Israeli border.

COUNTERTERRORISM COOPERATION

Cooperation in the counterterrorism field has improved dramatically in the decade since the 9/11 attacks and the mutual suspicions that followed. It remains for the United States to continue on this path, emphasizing to the Saudis the mutual threat that al-Qaeda and its various regional franchises pose. They understand, but also need to be reminded regularly that fanning the flames of sectarian tensions provides al-Qaeda with fertile ground for recruitment. U.S.-Saudi cooperation on Yemen is a major element of counterterrorism for both sides. U.S. officials should emphasize to their Saudi interlocutors that continued cooperation on Yemeni issues is part of the overall U.S. regional security and counterterrorism profile. The United States can be more cooperative on Yemeni issues and Syrian issues as they develop, if Saudi Arabia recognizes the counterproductive moves it has made on sectarian issues.
and on Iraq. This is an area where transactional diplomacy needs to be practiced more directly.

The persistent issue of funding coming from private sources in Saudi Arabia for jihadist and terrorist groups is an important part of the counterterrorism file. If the WikiLeaks documents are any indication, it is brought up regularly and prominently in Saudi-U.S. dialogues. Since 2008, a Treasury Department attaché office in the Riyadh embassy has been in regular contact with Saudi interlocutors in the Ministry of Interior, the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, the Ministry of Finance, intelligence units, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the issue. The embassy reports significant progress on restricting al-Qaeda’s ability to raise funds in the country, “now in its weakest state since 9/11.” But Riyadh only recently focused attention on fundraising by groups that do not directly threaten Saudi security, like the Taliban, Lashkar-e-Taiba, and Hamas. Saudi moves against fundraising by these groups “remains almost completely dependent” on U.S. ability to “provide actionable intelligence to our Saudi counterparts.” The Saudis appreciate their intelligence relationship with the United States. U.S. diplomats already make clear that continued improvement of Saudi performance on this issue is essential to the ongoing relationship. That should continue.

If Saudi authorities do not act on intelligence leads from the United States on terrorist financing in a reasonable time, Washington should not hesitate to move itself, publicly, against Saudi citizens who are funding al-Qaeda and other jihadist groups through its own legal system and international legal channels. This should be a last resort, because the Saudi government has demonstrated in recent years that it now shares the American view of these groups as a serious threat. But it should be used when necessary. Naming and shaming such individuals will put pressure on the Saudi government, even within their own public opinion, to take harsher steps. In this, the United States would only be acting on principles that the Saudis have publicly adopted.

NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION

The Saudis share the U.S. concern about the Iranian nuclear program. Their worries about Iran are so intense that they have signaled in numerous ways that—without saying it directly—they would feel it necessary to obtain their own nuclear deterrent if faced with an Iranian nuclear capacity. The United States needs to emphasize to Riyadh that, given
the vital U.S. and world interest in the free flow of oil from the Persian Gulf region, an Iranian nuclear breakout would lead to a redoubling of the U.S. security commitment to its regional allies, not to a U.S. withdrawal from the region. At the same time, Washington needs to make clear to the Saudis that a proliferation decision by them would fundamentally change their relationship with the United States, destabilize the region, and ultimately reduce their own security. This is a sensitive issue, but requires frank talk because of its sensitivity. There should not be any room for misunderstanding. It is important that this issue be on the table now with Riyadh and not be postponed until a potential Iranian nuclear breakout, because decisions in Saudi Arabia would likely (and uncharacteristically) be made very quickly were Iran to cross the weapons threshold. Washington should make this counterproliferation argument part of every discussion with Saudi Arabia about U.S. assistance with the development of the Saudi civilian nuclear industry, something that the Saudis are seeking through a “123” nuclear agreement with the United States.60

Washington should also be willing to extend an explicit nuclear guarantee to the states in the Gulf as long as Saudi Arabia eschews its own nuclear option.61 That guarantee would have even more credibility if it came with a UN Security Council resolution supporting it and with a NATO declaratory policy backing it. Such a powerful statement of international intent might, if made known to the Iranians, act as a deterrent to their own nuclear breakout. Only such strong signals of U.S. commitment and international support could induce the Saudis to forgo acquiring their own nuclear force (probably from Pakistan, with which the Saudis have very close relations).

Unfortunately, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states engage in some degree of magical thinking about the U.S. ability to prevent Iranian nuclear development. They would like the United States to “deal with” the Iranians on this issue but not do anything that might lead to Iranian counteraction against them.62 Riyadh would, in all probability, support an American military strike against Iranian nuclear facilities, allowing U.S. forces access to Saudi facilities if needed (though without any publicity) and upping oil production to try to calm markets in the immediate aftermath, if Washington chose that path. But the Saudis would also blame the United States for any Iranian counterstrike and wonder about the value of the American security link if Iranian retaliation were serious. A steady U.S. policy of pressure on Iran, organized
at the international level, regarding the nuclear issue might not be seen as enough by the Saudis, but is the only practical and long-term solution to this difficult situation. This needs to be emphasized repeatedly in bilateral discussion with the Saudis. The alternative of a military strike would most likely not end the Iranian nuclear pursuit, but rather only set it back. A strike would redouble Iran’s political will to achieve a nuclear capability and lead to Iranian retaliation against Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states, not just militarily but also through political subversion over the longer term, most likely by stirring up Shia opposition.
Conclusion

If U.S. policymakers keep these priorities front and center in their dealings with the Saudis, they will be able to take advantage of transactional diplomatic opportunities when the Saudis want something from Washington. If Riyadh would like to coordinate with Washington on regime change policy in Syria, Washington could ask for help on Iraq as part of its larger shared goal of regional stability. A new Saudi-U.S. initiative on Yemen could be made contingent on a Saudi promise to ratchet down the sectarian rhetoric. Saudi worries about Iran, voiced regularly to U.S. officials, should be met with the response that political dialogue across sectarian lines in Bahrain and Iraq would reduce the Iranian ability to meddle in the Arab world.

The United States needs Saudi Arabia, and Saudi Arabia needs the United States. Although the relationship no longer has its two historic bedrocks—the common Cold War perspective and the American operation of the Saudi oil industry—the two sides have numerous shared interests. If Washington understands that the Saudis are not fragile domestically, and that they have important but limited power to affect regional developments, it will have a realistic basis on which to deal with Riyadh. If Washington keeps its own priorities in the relationship clear and speaks with one voice about them to the Saudis, it should be able to realize those common interests with Saudi Arabia.
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